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7.3.2018 A8-0041/1 

Amendment  1 

Daniele Viotti, Eider Gardiazabal Rubial 

on behalf of the S&D Group 

 

Report A8-0041/2018 

Gérard Deprez, Janusz Lewandowski 

Reform of the European Union’s system of own resources 

2017/2053(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 6 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

6. Notes that, in this legislative act, 

the Council sets inter alia the ceiling of 

own resources, and may establish new 

categories of own resources or abolish an 

existing category; underlines that even if 

the ORD has no expiry date, it is directly 

linked to the respective MFF that sets the 

maximum level of expenditure for the 

same period it covers; 

deleted 

Or. en 
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7.3.2018 A8-0041/2 

Amendment  2 

Daniele Viotti, Eider Gardiazabal Rubial 

on behalf of the S&D Group 

 

Report A8-0041/2018 

Gérard Deprez, Janusz Lewandowski 

Reform of the European Union’s system of own resources 

2017/2053(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 24 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

24. Considers that the traditional own 

resources, namely customs duties, 

agricultural duties and the sugar and 

isoglucose levies, constitute a reliable and 

genuine source of EU revenue, as they 

arise directly from the EU being a customs 

union and from the legal competences and 

common commercial policy linked to that; 

takes the view, therefore, that the 

traditional own resources should be 

retained as a source of revenue for the EU 

budget; considers that if the proportion of 

collection costs retained by Member States 

is reduced, a bigger share of this revenue 

can be secured for the EU budget; 

24. Considers that the traditional own 

resources, namely customs duties, 

agricultural duties and the sugar and 

isoglucose levies, constitute a reliable and 

genuine source of EU revenue, as they 

arise directly from the EU being a customs 

union and from the legal competences and 

common commercial policy linked to that; 

takes the view, therefore, that the 

traditional own resources should be 

retained as a source of revenue for the EU 

budget; believes that, even though customs 

duties on imports from outside the EU 

already constitute an own resource, the 

20 % retained by the Member States as 
collection costs related to the management 

fees should be eliminated for the benefit 

of the EU own resources; 

Or. en 
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7.3.2018 A8-0041/3 

Amendment  3 

Daniele Viotti, Eider Gardiazabal Rubial 

on behalf of the S&D Group 

 

Report A8-0041/2018 

Gérard Deprez, Janusz Lewandowski 

Reform of the European Union’s system of own resources 

2017/2053(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 25 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

25. Acknowledges that the GNI-based 

contribution provides a reliable, stable and 

fair source of revenue for the EU budget, 

and benefits from very strong support from 

a large majority of Member States; 

believes, therefore, that it should be 

preserved but only as a balancing and 

residual resource for the EU budget, which 

would put an end to the budgetary logic of 

‘fair return’; stresses the need, in this 

context, to ensure that the GNI contribution 

is classified in the same manner in all 

national budgets, namely as revenue 

attributed to the EU and not as expenditure 

of national governments; 

25. Acknowledges that the GNI-based 

contribution provides a reliable, stable and 

fair source of revenue for the EU budget, 

and benefits from very strong support from 

a large majority of Member States; 

believes, therefore, that it should be 

preserved but only as a balancing and 

residual resource for the EU budget, which 

would put an end to the budgetary logic of 

‘fair return’; stresses the need, in this 

context, to ensure that the GNI contribution 

is classified in the same manner in all 

national budgets, namely as revenue 

attributed to the EU and not as expenditure 

of national governments; believes that the 

reform should exclude the GNI-based 

contribution to the EU budget as well as 

national contributions to initiatives 

supported by cofinancing with the EU 

from the deficit calculations under the 

Stability and Growth Pact, so as to 

encourage investment; 

Or. en 
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7.3.2018 A8-0041/4 

Amendment  4 

Daniele Viotti, Eider Gardiazabal Rubial 

on behalf of the S&D Group 

 

Report A8-0041/2018 

Gérard Deprez, Janusz Lewandowski 

Reform of the European Union’s system of own resources 

2017/2053(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 50 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

50. Calls, in principle, for the creation 

of a new own resource for the Union 

budget to be levied on transactions in the 

digital economy; considers, however, that 

in view of the important ongoing 

negotiations at both EU and OECD level, it 

is too early to decide on the exact 

arrangements for the establishment of 

such a resource; 

50. Calls for the creation of a new own 

resource for the Union budget to be levied 

on transactions in the digital economy; 

insists that a long-term solution is needed 

to answer the challenges involved, rather 

than quick fixes; believes, therefore, that 

creating a digital permanent 

establishment nexus based on a 

significant and sustained digital presence 

in the CCCTB Directive would address 

the tax challenges that arise from the 

context of digitalisation; considers, 

however, that it is necessary to take 

account of ongoing negotiations at both 

EU and OECD level; 

Or. en 

 

 


